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Fast ML for Surrogate Modeling

CERN-LHCC-2022-005

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMSPublic/CMSOfflineComputingResults

Detector simulation (GEANT4) and event generation (MG5, Pythia, Herwig, …) 
are major — and growing — bottlenecks at LHC and other experiments
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Fast ML for Surrogate Modeling

GEANT4  events1010

Surrogate model

SLOW but ACCURATE

FAST and ACCURATE?
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GEANT4  events105

(GAN, VAE, Normalizing Flow, …)

Learn underlying distribution of GEANT4 events
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Surrogate Model = Generative Model

Generative modeling: general class of ML methods, aims to learn underlying 
p(x) of data and then sample from it

p(x) =
1

2πσ2
e−(x−μ)2/2σ2
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Surrogate Model = Generative ModelWe use the same calorimeter geometry as CaloGAN

We consider a toy calorimeter inspired by the ATLAS ECal:
flat alternating layers of lead and LAr

They form three instrumented layers of dimension
3⇥ 96, 12⇥ 12, and 12⇥ 6
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x = energy depositions in 
calorimeter cells or voxels


dim x = 500, 5000, 50000, …

How to build a generative model for very high-dimensional feature spaces?
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x = energy depositions in 
calorimeter cells or voxels


dim x = 500, 5000, 50000, …

How to build a generative model for very high-dimensional feature spaces?

Deep neural 

networks can help!
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Deep generative models

• Learn p(x) implicitly


• Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)


• Variational Autoencoders (VAEs)


• Learn p(x) explicitly


• Normalizing Flows (NFs)
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GANs

https://medium.com/sigmoid/a-brief-introduction-to-gans-and-
how-to-code-them-2620ee465c30

Idea: train generator and discriminator 
simultaneously with min-max objective 
(saddle point)


• Generator tries to fool discriminator

• Discriminator tries to tag generator

Pros:  
• capable of generating very realistic images


Cons:  
• unstable training

• mode collapse

• difficult model selection
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CaloGAN
We use the same calorimeter geometry as CaloGAN

We consider a toy calorimeter inspired by the ATLAS ECal:
flat alternating layers of lead and LAr

They form three instrumented layers of dimension
3⇥ 96, 12⇥ 12, and 12⇥ 6
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Toy calorimeter based on ATLAS 
ECAL


3 LAr layers: 3x96+12x12+12x6 = 
504 voxels

First ever application of deep generative modeling to fast calorimeter simulation
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• , ,  GEANT4 showers (100k each)


• incident E uniformly sampled 1-100 GeV


• goal: train generative model on the showers and learn 

e+ γ π+

p( ⃗E voxels |Einc)

We use the same calorimeter geometry as CaloGAN

The Geant4 configuration of CaloGAN is available at
https://github.com/hep-lbdl/CaloGAN

We produce our own dataset: available at [DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.5904188]

Showers of e+, �, and ⇡+ (100k each)

All are centered and perpendicular

Einc is uniform in [1, 100] GeV and given in addition to the energy
deposits per voxel:

CaloGAN: Paganini, de Oliveira, Nachman [1705.02355, PRL; 1712.10321, PRD]

Claudius Krause (Rutgers) Normalizing Flows at the LHC September 12, 2022 19 / 37

CaloGAN
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CaloGAN

10

7

FIG. 6: Average e
+ Geant4 shower (top), and average

e
+ CaloGAN shower (bottom), with progressive

calorimeter depth (left to right).

FIG. 7: Average � Geant4 shower (top), and average �

CaloGAN shower (bottom), with progressive
calorimeter depth (left to right).

FIG. 8: Average ⇡
+ Geant4 shower (top), and average

⇡
+ CaloGAN shower (bottom), with progressive

calorimeter depth (left to right).

FIG. 9: Five randomly selected e
+ showers per

calorimeter layer from the training set (top) and the five
nearest neighbors (by euclidean distance) from a set of

CaloGAN candidates.

B. Shower Shapes

Electron and photon classification and energy calibra-
tion use properties of the calorimeter shower [64–67].
These same features can be used to quantitatively as-
sess the quality of the GAN samples. The list of features
used for evaluation is provided in Table IV in Appendix A.
The key physical quantity that governs the shapes of these
distributions is the number of radiation lengths X0 that
are traversed by the particle. By definition, X0 is the
distance an electron will travel before its energy is reduced
to 1/e on average. The equivalent distance for photons is
slightly further (by 9/7 [68]) and is set by the mean free
path for pair production. The transverse shower size is
also proportional to X0. For a brief review, see e.g. [68].

The 1-dimensional distributions for Geant4- and GAN-
generated samples are available in Fig. 12. Although the
sparsity levels per layer are only roughly matched, note
that, for the majority of the remaining variables, the GAN
picks up on complex features in the distributions across
several orders of magnitude and all particles types. The
unique features that pions exhibit, compared to the other
particles, make it unfavorable to train a single model for
multiple particle types.

Note that shower shape variables were not explicitly

9

Depth-weighted total energy ld

FIG. 12: Comparison of shower shape variables, introduced in Table IV, and other variables of interest, such as the
sparsity level per layer, for the Geant4 and CaloGAN datasets for e

+, � and ⇡
+.

From 1712.10321

Impressive results!  
But also some big discrepancies


Speedup: 

GEANT4: 2000 ms/shower (CPU)

CaloGAN: 0.01 ms/shower (GPU)

https://arxiv.org/abs/1712.10321


AtlFast3

• ATLAS now uses a (W)GAN for a tiny portion of its new FastSim [2109.02551] 

11

• FastCaloSim V2 is used to simulate electrons and photons of all energies and hadrons with kinetic
energies ⇢kin < 8–16 GeV or ⇢kin > 256–512 GeV in the calorimeter. A transition range of energies
is given because the response is interpolated linearly between the two models as discussed later.

• FastCaloGAN is used to simulate hadrons with 8–16 GeV  ⇢kin  256–512 GeV in the calorimeter.

• The muon punch-through tool parameterizes the properties of particles exiting the calorimeter, which
are then simulated with G����4 in the muon spectrometer.

FastCalo
Sim V2Geant4

FastCaloSimv2

FastCalo
GAN

Geant4

Inner 
Detector Calorimeters Muon 

Spectrometer

Muons

Electrons 
Photons

Hadrons
FastCalo
Sim V2

Muon 
Punchthrough 

+Geant4

Geant4

Ekin < (8�16) GeV Ekin > (256 � 512) GeV(8�16) GeV < Ekin

Geant4
Ekin < 200 MeV
Ekin < 400 MeV
Other hadrons:

pions:

< (256 � 512) GeV

Figure 17: The configuration of the di�erent tools used for AtlFast3, which depends on the particle type, the detector
and the particle energy.

7.2 Configuration of the Fast Calorimeter Simulation

The configuration of AtlFast3 is determined by comparing the performance of FastCaloSim V2 and
FastCaloGAN.

7.2.1 Electrons and Photons

The simulation of electrons and photons relies on the accurate simulation of electromagnetic showers in the
electromagnetic calorimeter. The total reconstructed energy for 65 GeV photons is shown in Figure 18 for
G����4, FastCaloSim V2 and FastCaloGAN. FastCaloGAN does not model the photon energy correctly
and a similar poor performance is observed for electrons; therefore, FastCaloSim V2 is selected to simulate
all electromagnetic showers. The poor modelling of electromagnetic showers in FastCaloGAN can be
explained as follows: the GANs are trained without the energy resolution correction for the accordion
structure of the calorimeter (see Section 7.4.4), and the energy scale of the detailed G����4 hits, used in
the training of FastCaloGAN, is slightly lower than that of the full G����4 hits (see Section 3.1). Both
these e�ects can be corrected for in future versions of FastCaloGAN but could not be included here due to
time constraints.
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Figure 12: Sum and RMS of the energy in all voxels normalized to the true momentum for (a) photons, (b) electrons
and (c) pions with 0.2 < |[ | < 0.25 as a function of the true momentum. The calorimeter response for G����4 (solid
black line) is compared with FastCaloGAN (dashed red line), which is also abbreviated to FGAN. The uncertainty
bars in the top panel indicate the RMS of the total energy distribution. The ratio of the means of the two energy
distributions is shown in the middle panel, and the ratio of the RMS values is shown in the bottom panel. The error
bars in the ratio indicate its statistical uncertainty. For most points, this uncertainty is smaller than the size of the
markers.
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2109.02551


Variational Autoencoders

12

Idea: train a probabilistic autoencoder 
to compress data into regularized 
latent space

Pros:  
• Much easier to train than GANs


Cons:  
• Variational objective not optimal (only a 

lower bound)

• Not state-of-the-art on any real-world task


https://towardsdatascience.com/an-introduction-to-variational-
auto-encoders-vaes-803ddfb623df



BIB-AE

30x30x30 = 27,000 voxels ILD prototype — current frontier in dimensionality 

Getting High: High Fidelity Simulation of High Granularity Calorimeters with High Speed 5

Fig. 4 Diagram of the BIB-AE architecture, including the additional MMD term defined in Sec. 3.4 and the Post Processor
Network defined in Sec. 3.5. The blue line shows where the true energy is used as an input. The loss functions and feedback
loops are explained in the text.

As it is an overarching model, an instructive way
for describing the base BIB-AE framework is by taking
a VAE and expanding upon it. A default VAE consist
of four general components: an encoder, a decoder, a
latent-space regularized by the Kullback–Leibler diver-
gence (KLD), and an LN -norm to determine the di↵er-
ence between the original and the reconstructed data.
These components are all present as well in the BIB-
AE setup. Additionally, one introduces a GAN-like ad-
versarial network, trained to distinguish between real
and reconstructed data, as well as a sampling based
method of regularizing the latent space, such as an-
other adversarial network or a maximum mean discrep-
ancy (MMD, as described in the next section) term. In
total this adds up to four loss terms: The KLD on the
latent space, the sampling regularization on the latent
space, the LN -norm on the reconstructed samples and
the adversary on the reconstructed samples. The guid-
ing principle behind this is that the two latent space and
the two reconstruction losses complement each other
and, in combination, allow the network to learn a more
detailed description of the data. Specifically looking at
the two reconstruction terms we have, on the one hand,
the adversarial network: from tests on utilizing GANs
for shower generation we know that such adversarial
networks are uniquely qualified to teach a generator to
reproduce realistic looking individual showers. On the
other hand, we have the LN -norm: while our trials with
pure VAE setups have shown that LN -norms have great
di�culty capturing the finer structures of the electro-
magnetic showers, an LN -norm also forces the encoder-
decoder structure to have an expressive latent space,
as the original images could not be reconstructed with-
out any latent space information. Therefore, the ad-
versarial network forces the individual images to look
realistic, while the LN -norm forces latent space utiliza-
tion, thereby improving how well the overall properties
of the data set are reproduced. The latent space loss

terms have a similar interaction. Here the KLD term
regularizes our complete latent space by reducing the
di↵erence between the average latent space distribution
and a normal Gaussian. The KLD is, however, largely
blind to the shape of the individual latent space dimen-
sions, as it only cares about the average. The sampling
based latent space regularization term fills this niche by
looking at every latent space dimension individually.

Our specific implementation of the BIB-AE frame-
work is shown in Fig. 4. For our sampling based la-
tent regularization we use both an adversary and an
MMD term. The adversaries are implemented as crit-
ics trained with gradient penalty, similar to the WGAN
approach. The main di↵erence in our setup compared
to the one described in [24] is that we replaced the
LN -norm with a third critic, trained to minimize the
di↵erence between input and reconstruction. We chose
this because we found that using the LN -norm to com-
pare the input and the reconstructed output resulted
in smeared out images.

For the precise implementation of the loss functions
we define the encoder network N , the decoder network
D, the latent critic CL, the critic network C, and the
di↵erence critic CD. The loss function for the latent
critic CL is given by

LCL =E[CL(NE(x))]� E[CL(N (0, 1))]

+ � E[(k rx̂CL(x̂) k2 �1)2].
(6)

Here x̂ is a mixture of the encoded input image N(x)
and samples from a normal distribution N (0, 1)) and
the E subscript indicates that the network receives the
photon energy label as an input. The loss function for
the main critic C is given by

LC =E[CE(DE(NE(x)))]� E[CE(x)]

+ � E[(k rx̂CE(x̂) k2 �1)2].
(7)

Where x̂ is a mixture of the reconstructed imageD(N(x))
and the original images x. Finally, the loss function for

Getting High: High Fidelity Simulation of High Granularity Calorimeters with High Speed 7

Fig. 5 Examples of individual 50 GeV photon showers generated by Geant4 (left), the GAN (center left), WGAN (center
right), and BIB-AE (right) architectures. Colors encode the deposited energy per cell.

a WGAN with additional energy constrainer (Sec. 3.2),
and a BIB-AE with energy-MMD and post processing
(Secs. 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5). A detailed discussion of the ar-
chitectures and training hyper parameters can be found
in Appendix A. All architectures are trained on the
same sample of 950k Geant4 showers. Tests are either
shown for the full momentum range (labeled full spec-
trum) or for specific shower energies (labeled with the
incident photon energy in GeV).

4.1 Physics Performance

We first verify in Fig. 5 that the showers generated by
all network architectures visually appear to be accept-
able compared to Geant4. Were we attempting to gen-
erate cute cat pictures, our work would be done already
at this point. Alas, these shower images are eventually
to be used as realistic substitutes in physics analyses so
we need to pay careful attention to relevant di↵erential
distributions and correlations.

In Figure 6 a comparison between two di↵erential
distributions for all studied architectures and Geant4
is shown. The left plot compares the per-cell hit-energy
spectrum averaged over showers for the full spectrum
of photon energies. We observe that while the high-
energy hits are well described by all generative models,
both GAN and WGAN fail to capture the bump around
0.2 MeV. The BIB-AE is able to replicate this feature
thanks to the Post Processor Network.4 This energy
corresponds to the most probable energy loss of a MIP
passing a silicon sensor of the ILD Si-W ECal at per-
pendicular incident angle. Since this is a well-defined
energy, it can be used in highly granular calorimeters
for the equalisation of the cell response as well as for
setting an absolute energy scale. It also leads to a sharp
rise in the spectrum, as lower energies can only be de-
posited by ionizing particles that pass only a fraction of

4 We studied applying post processing to the WGAN ar-
chitecture as well. This is discussed in Section 4.2.

the thickness at the edges of sensitive cells or that are
stopped. The region below half a MIP, corresponding
to around 0.1 MeV, is shaded in dark grey. These cell
energies are very small and therefore will be discarded
in a realistic calorimeter, as their signal to noise ratio is
too low. For the following discussion cell energies below
0.1 MeV will therefore not be considered and only cells
above this cut-o↵ are included in all other performance
plots and distributions.

Next, the plot on the right shows the number of hits
for three discrete photon energies (20 GeV, 50 GeV, and
80 GeV). Here, the GAN andWGAN setups slightly un-
derestimate the total number of hits, while the BIB-AE
accurately models the mean and width of the distribu-
tion. This behavior can be traced back to the left plot.
Since we apply a cuto↵ removing hits below 0.1 MeV, a
model that does not correctly reproduce the hit-energy
spectrum around the cut-o↵ will have di�culties cor-
rectly describing the number of hits.

Additional distributions are shown in Fig. 7. The
top left depicts the visible energy distribution for the
same three discrete photon energies. Both, the shape,
center and width of the peak are well reproduced for all
models. Due to the sampling nature of the calorimeter
under study, the visible energy is of course much lower
than the incoming photons’ energy.

In the top right and bottom two plots we compare
the spatial properties of the generated showers. First,
on the top right, the position of the center of gravity
along the z axis is shown. The Geant4 distribution is
well modelled by the GANs, however there are slight
deviations for the BIB-AE. A detailed investigation of
this discrepancy showed that the z axis center of gravity
is largely encoded in a single latent space variable. A
mismatch between the observed latent distribution for
real samples and the normal distribution drawn from
when generating new samples directly translates into
the observed di↵erence. Sampling from a modified dis-
tribution would remove the problem.

8 Erik Buhmann et al.

Fig. 6 Di↵erential distributions comparing the per-cell energy (left) and the number of hits above 0.1 MeV (right) between
Geant4 and the di↵erent generative models. Shown are Geant4 (grey, filled), our GAN setup (blue, dashed), our WGAN (red,
dotted) and the BIB-AE (green, solid). The energy per-cell is measured in MeV for the bottom axis and in multiples of the
expected energy deposit of a minimum ionizing particle (MIP) for the top axis.

Finally, the two plots on the bottom show the lon-
gitudinal and radial energy distributions. We see that
while all models are able the reproduce the bulk of the
distributions very well, deviations for the WGAN ap-
pear around the edges.

We next test how well the relation of visible energy
to the incident photon energy is reproduced. To this end
we use a Geant4 sample where we simulated photons at
discrete energies ranging from 20 to 90 GeV in 10 GeV
steps. We then use our models to generate showers for
these energies and calculate the mean and root-mean-
square of the 90% core of the distribution, labeled µ90

and �90 respectively, for all sets of showers. The results
are shown in Fig. 8. Overall the mean (left) is correctly
modelled, showing only deviations in the order of one to
two percent. The relative width, �90/µ90 (right) looks
worse: GAN and WGAN overestimate the Geant4 value
at all energies. While the BIB-AE on average correctly
models the width, it still shows deviations of up to ten
percent at high energies. Note that the width cannot
be interpreted as energy resolution of the calorimeter
due to the two di↵erent absorber thicknesses used in
the ECal, requiring di↵erent calibrations.

Finally, we verify whether correlations between indi-
vidual shower properties present in Geant4 are correctly
reproduced by our generative setups. The properties
chosen for this are: The first and second moments in x,
y and z direction, labeled as m1,x through m2,z, the vis-
ible energy deposited in the calorimeter Evis, the energy

of the simulated incident particle Einc, the number of
hits nhit, and the ratio between the energy deposited in
the 1st/2nd/3rd third of the calorimeter and the total
visible energy, labeled E1/Evis through E3/Evis. The
results are shown in Fig. 9. The top left plot shows the
correlations for Geant4 showers. We then present the
di↵erence to Geant4 for the GAN (top right), WGAN
(bottom left), and BIB-AE (bottom right). The small-
est di↵erences are observed for the GAN (absolute max-
imum di↵erence of 0.2), followed BIB-AE (0.36) and
WGAN (0.57).

Fig. 10 shows examples of 2D scatter plots: the num-
ber of hits and the visible energy (top row) as well as
the center of gravity and the visible energy (bottom
row). These allow us insight into the full correlations
between these variables beyond the simple correlation
coe�cients. Similar to Fig. 9 we see that the GAN
matches the Geant4 correlations exceptionally well, while
the WGAN and the BIB-AE display some slight corre-
lation mis-matching. The discrepancy in the BIB-AE
center of gravity and visible energy correlation can be
traced back to the mismodelling of the center of gravity
as seen in Fig. 7.

The distributions of physical observables shown above
are expected to be the major factor for assessing the
quality of a simulation tool. While the correlations are
also useful as they provide additional insight, our main
focus when evaluating network performance are the phys-
ics distributions.
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Combination of VAE and GAN

Buhmann et al [2005.05334, 2112.09709]

https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.05334
https://arxiv.org/abs/2112.09709


Normalizing Flows

14

Idea: learn an invertible 
transformation between data space 
and latent space with simple base 
distribution (e.g. normal distribution)

Pros:  
• Get density estimation and 

generative modeling

• Stable, optimal training (MLE)

• Principled model selection 


Cons:  
• Can be computationally expensive

• Fast vs slow direction


https://lilianweng.github.io/posts/2018-10-13-flow-models/



CaloFlow I
Krause & DS 2106.05285those voxels are always zero. This is a sign of mode collapse, since the GAN did not learn to

cover the full available phase space.

Figure 5. Average shower shapes for e
+. Columns are calorimeter layers 0 to 2, top row shows

CaloFlow, center row Geant4, and bottom row CaloGAN

– 14 –

especially the performance increase in E2/Êtot compared to CaloGAN is remarkable.

• The third rows of figs. 11 – 13 show the layer (depth)- weighted total energy, ld =P2
k=0 kEk, on the left; the layer-weighted energy normalized to the total energy, sd =

ld/Êtot, in the center; and the standard deviation of sd, called shower depth width �sd ,

on the right. The quantity sd was called “shower depth” in [8]. In ld we see CaloFlow

better maps out the low-energy region compared to CaloGAN. Notice also how well

CaloFlow learns the sharp feature in �sd .

Figure 11. Distributions that are sensitive to Flow I for e
+. Top row: energy deposition per layer

and total energy deposition; center row: layer energy normalized to total energy deposition; bottom
row: weighted energy depositions, see text for detailed definitions.

– 20 –

Performance vs GAN much improved!
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Figure 14. Distributions that are sensitive to Flow II for e
+. Top row: energy of brightest voxel

compared to the layer energy; second row: energy of second brightest voxel compared to the layer
energy; third row: di↵erence of brightest and second brightest voxel, normalized to their sum; last
row: sparsity of the showers, see text for detailed definitions.

– 24 –

First to ever pass the “ultimate classifier metric” test: 

DNN binary classifier, generated vs reference samples


Perfect generative model  => 

classifier AUC=0.5


pgen(x) = pref(x)

Table 1. blahblabblah

AUC GEANT4 vs. CaloGAN GEANT4 vs. CaloFlow

e+ 1.000(0) 0.847(8)

� 1.000(0) 0.660(6)

⇡+ 1.000(0) 0.632(2)

1
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5.5 Timing benchmarks

Having generated our own CaloGAN sample for this analysis, we are able to perform a

head-to-head comparison of the time required for shower generation between CaloGAN and

CaloFlow. Training times on a Titan V GPU are about 210 min for CaloGAN and

about 22 min for CaloFlow Flow I and 82 min for CaloFlow Flow II. In table 4 we show

the time per shower in ms for di↵erent batch sizes also with a Titan V GPU. For the best

CaloGAN case, we see a saturation around 0.07 ms, compared to 36 ms for CaloFlow,

yielding a relative factor of about 500. Since CaloGAN and CaloFlow have roughly the

same size — CaloGAN has 29,726,280 trainable parameters and Flow I and Flow II of

CaloFlow have a total of 37,914,414 trainable parameters — we believe that the essential

di↵erence in generation time must be due to the MAF architecture that needs to loop over

the full 504-dimensional voxel space in generation. We are currently investigating [73] the

possibility of switching over to a MAF-IAF pair as in Parallel Wavenet [74], which could yield

a speed-up of CaloFlow of the same order of magnitude as the dimensionality of the data,

bringing it in line with CaloGAN’s speed.

Another source of the di↵erence between CaloGAN and CaloFlow generation speeds

is indicated by the two columns listed under CaloGAN in table 4. For CaloGAN we

report two di↵erent timings: one for generating a single batch of size “batch size” and one for

generating a total of 100,000 events. The di↵erence in those two timings arises from Keras-

Tensorflow building the graph for the prediction at the beginning of the function call and

then reusing it for subsequent batches. CaloFlow is using the pytorch [87] based package

nflows [68] and batches are handled using a simple for-loop. We therefore observe no timing

di↵erence for CaloFlow when requesting more samples than the batch size. So it is possible

that we could further speed up the per-event generation time of CaloFlow by implementing

it in Keras-Tensorflow and requesting more events than the batch size.

Table 4. Generation time of a single calorimeter shower in ms. Times were obtained on a Titan V

GPU. Geant4 needs 1772 ms per shower [8].

CaloGAN CaloFlow

batch size batch size requested 100k requested

10 455 2.2 835

100 45.5 0.3 96.1

1000 4.6 0.08 41.4

5000 1.0 0.07 36.2

10000 0.5 0.07 36.2

– 32 –

CaloFlow I
Krause & DS 2106.05285

Main drawback of NF architecture we used (MAF): sampling is slow 

Accurate, but not fast!
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Figure 1. Schematic view of the construction of the loss function. Top: x-loss, actual data x is
fed through the teacher and student starting from the top right (indicated in blue). Bottom: z-loss,
generated noise z is fed through the student and teacher starting from the lower left (indicated in
blue). Intermediate coordinates (top: xi; bottom: zi) and RQS parameters (pi) are compared in an
MSE loss and then summed.

the input energy, p1(E0, E1, E2|Etot). In the second step, we use a much larger flow, called

Flow II, to learn the shower shapes conditioned on the energies, p2(~I|E0, E1, E2, Etot).

Flow I is exactly as it was in [17]. In fact, we use the saved weights of [17] throughout

this paper. We did not bother to train an IAF for Flow I, since the time to sample from Flow

I is much, much smaller than the time to sample from Flow II, so a factor of ⇠ 3 speed-up of

Flow I would have a negligible e↵ect on the overall sampling time of CaloFlow v2.

Instead, we focus our attention in this work on training a student IAF for Flow II, based

on the teacher MAF for Flow II from [17]. We use the same hyperparameters (8 blocks, 378

hidden neurons etc.) for the teacher as we used in [17]. (In fact, we use the saved weights

of the MAF trainings from [17] for the training the student here.) Since the student is much

– 8 –

IAF cannot be trained with MLE loss.


Instead we developed a new teacher/student method 
to train it. Based on “Probability Density Distillation”.  
van den Oord et al 1711.10433

Huang et al PMLR 2020


Idea: constrain IAF to be exact inverse of MAF, layer 
by layer and coupling by coupling

The various loss terms are illustrated in fig. 1. In table 1, we demonstrate the successive

improvements to the negative log-likelihood (NLL) for e+ showers due to including these

loss terms, after training for 150 epochs as described in section 4.2. We observe a clear

improvement of the NLL the more terms are added to the loss. 4 Evidently, the student does

best if it is guided as closely as possible. 5

In summary, our final objective function for the teacher-student training is:

L = 0.5

0

BBBB@
MSE(z, z0) +

X

i

MSE(z(i), z0(i)) +
X

i

MSE(p(i)
z , p0(i)z )

| {z }
z-loss

1

CCCCA

+ 0.5

0

BBBB@
MSE(x, x0) +

X

i

MSE(x(i), x0(i)) +
X

i

MSE(p(i)
x , p0(i)x )

| {z }
x-loss

1

CCCCA

(2.16)

We will refer to training with the objective given by (2.16) as “fully-guided” student training.

3 Calorimeter Data

Since this is an improvement of CaloFlow v1 [17], we use the same calorimeter setup as

there, which was based on CaloGAN [7, 8]. Here we provide a very brief description; we

refer the reader to [17] for details. The calorimeter is a simplified version of the ATLAS

electromagnetic calorimeter. It has three layers of sizes 3 ⇥ 96, 12 ⇥ 12 and 12 ⇥ 6 voxels

respectively. The training data are showers of e+, � and ⇡+ with energies uniformly sampled

from 1–100 GeV and perpendicularly incident on the calorimeter simulated with Geant4.

These are the exact same samples that were used to train and evaluate CaloFlow v1. For

each particle, we have: a set of 70,000 showers to train the flow; a set of 30,000 showers for

model selection and validation of the flow; as well as additional sets of 60,000/20,000/20,000

showers to train, validate/calibrate and test the classifier metric of section 5.4.

4 CaloFlow v2

4.1 Architecture

As in [17], we preserve the two-step structure of CaloFlow. In the first step, we use a small

normalizing flow, called Flow I, to learn the distribution of deposited energies conditioned on

4
However, the di↵erence between the last two is quite small, so not adding Lx(i) and Lz(i) to the loss

function provides a further viable loss candidate.
5
In principle, the student does not have to be an IAF, it could also be a simple, fully-connected neural

network [25]. However, in this case we would not have access to the LL as a measure of quality and we would

not be able to train it with the additional loss terms of (2.12)–(2.15).

– 7 –

Training only involves fast directions of MAF and IAF 18

https://arxiv.org/abs/1711.10433


Similarly impressive accuracy

Table 3. AUC and JSD metrics for the classification of Geant4 vs. CaloFlow student showers
(lower numbers are better). Classifiers were trained on each particle type (e+, �, ⇡+) separately.
All entries show mean and standard deviation of 10 classifier re-trainings on the same sample and
are rounded to 3 digits. For comparison, we also give the classifier scores of the CaloFlow teacher
of [17].

DNN

AUC / JSD Geant4 vs. Geant4 vs.

CaloFlow v2 (student) CaloFlow v1 (teacher) [17]

e+
unnormalized 0.785(7) / 0.200(10) 0.847(8) / 0.345(12)

normalized 0.824(5) / 0.255(8) 0.869(2) / 0.376(4)

�
unnormalized 0.761(14) / 0.167(18) 0.660(6) / 0.067(4)

normalized 0.761(4) / 0.159(6) 0.794(4) / 0.213(7)

⇡+
unnormalized 0.729(2) / 0.144(3) 0.632(2) / 0.048(1)

normalized 0.807(2) / 0.231(4) 0.751(4) / 0.148(4)

5.4 Classifier metrics

Next, we exhibit the result of the “ultimate classifier metric” introduced in [17] that gauges the

quality of the generative model through the score of a binary classifier trained to discriminate

between the reference data sample and the generative model sample. Unlike in [17], here

we focus on a simple DNN classifier trained on all of the pixels of the calorimeter shower.8

For simplicity we do not consider a CNN classifier (which takes considerably longer to train

and did not di↵er qualitatively from the DNN in [17]), but we do consider the same two

preprocessing approaches. These are: “unnormalized”, i.e. using the showers as they were

generated as input to the classifier; and “normalized”, i.e. using showers that are normalized

such that they sum to 1 in each calorimeter layer as input to the classifier. In addition to

the energy depositions of each voxel, we give the total energy and the energy deposition per

calorimeter layer to the classifier. Before the final evaluation, we calibrate the classifier using

isotonic regression [32] of sklearn [33] based on the validation dataset, see [17] for more

details.

We see in tab. 3 that in all cases, the classifier scores of the student are in line with those of

the teacher, sometimes slightly worse, and sometimes even slightly better. Most importantly,

8
The DNN architecture is the same as in [17], but a few hyperparameters changed: We now run the

training for 150 epochs (the selected epoch with the largest test accuracy is around epoch 90/135 for normal-

ized/unnormalized data) with a learning rate of 10
�3

.
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IAF with RQS transformations

Table 4. Training and evaluation times of CaloFlow and CaloGAN.

CaloFlow CaloGAN Geant4

v1 (teacher) [17] v2 (student)

training 22+82 min + 480 min 210 min 0 min

generation time per shower

batch size batch size req. 100k req.

10 835 ms 5.81 ms 455 ms 2.2 ms 1772 ms

100 96.1 ms 0.60 ms 45.5 ms 0.3 ms 1772 ms

1000 41.4 ms 0.12 ms 4.6 ms 0.08 ms 1772 ms

10000 36.2 ms 0.08 ms 0.5 ms 0.07 ms 1772 ms

they are always significantly di↵erent from unity which indicates that they always remain

much higher-fidelity than the GAN. The fact that the student quality surpasses the teacher’s

in some cases can be explained by the observation we made in section 5.3: Some features that

are not perfectly modeled by the teacher can get accidentally better in a student that does

not exactly follow the teacher.

5.5 Timing benchmarks

Finally, we come to the main raison d’être for the student IAF: realizing the factor of d ⇠ 500

gain in sampling speed compared to the MAF. We summarize training and generation times of

CaloFlow v1, CaloFlow v2, CaloGAN, and Geant4 in table 4. Timings are evaluated

on our Titan V GPU, except for the Geant4 runtime, which is taken from [8]. The training

of the student is understood as being in addition to training the teacher. The di↵erence

in generation times for di↵erent batch sizes in CaloGAN is due to Keras-TensorFlow con-

structing a graph at the beginning of the execution, whereas CaloFlow is based on pytorch

[34] and does the batching only with a Python for-loop with no additional speed-ups. We

see that with the largest batch sizes, CaloFlow v2 fully matches the impressive speed of

CaloGAN (0.08 ms vs. 0.07 ms per shower).

In fig. 12, we show the time needed to generate the samples vs. the size of the requested

dataset, including the times needed to train the generative models.9 Given that many millions

(or even billions!) of simulated events are required by the LHC collaborations for their

analyses, with each event typically involving hundreds or thousands of showers, this figure

demonstrates that the initial computational cost of training the generative models will barely

matter when real-world applications are called for. It is clear that fast and accurate Geant4

emulation will be an extremely worthwhile endeavor at the LHC.

9
Note that fig. 12 and tab. 4 do not include the time needed to generate the Geant4 training data for the

deep generative models.
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And a factor of 500 faster, 
on par with GAN!
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CaloChallenge 2022

https://calochallenge.github.io/homepage/

Ongoing data challenge for fast calorimeter simulation 

Organizers: Giannelli, Kasieczka, Krause, Nachman, Salamani, DS, Zaborowska


3 datasets: 

• “easy” — official ATLAS CaloSim (~  voxels)

• “medium” — GEANT4 example detector (~  voxels)

• “hard” — GEANT4 example detector (~  voxels)


First results to be presented at ML4Jets2022@Rutgers in November
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Conclusions

• These are exciting times for FastSim with deep learning!


• GANs, VAEs and Normalizing Flows have shown much initial promise for fast 
and accurate detector simulation

• Normalizing Flow is currently state-of-the-art on “small” dimensionalities (500 voxels), first ever to pass 

a classifier test

• GAN+VAE is currently state-of-the-art on “large” dimensionalities (10^4 voxels)


• Expect more exciting developments with the outcome of the CaloChallenge 
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Outlook

22

• FastCaloSim V2 is used to simulate electrons and photons of all energies and hadrons with kinetic
energies ⇢kin < 8–16 GeV or ⇢kin > 256–512 GeV in the calorimeter. A transition range of energies
is given because the response is interpolated linearly between the two models as discussed later.

• FastCaloGAN is used to simulate hadrons with 8–16 GeV  ⇢kin  256–512 GeV in the calorimeter.

• The muon punch-through tool parameterizes the properties of particles exiting the calorimeter, which
are then simulated with G����4 in the muon spectrometer.

FastCalo
Sim V2Geant4

FastCaloSimv2

FastCalo
GAN

Geant4
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Detector Calorimeters Muon 

Spectrometer

Muons

Electrons 
Photons

Hadrons
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Geant4

Ekin < (8�16) GeV Ekin > (256 � 512) GeV(8�16) GeV < Ekin

Geant4
Ekin < 200 MeV
Ekin < 400 MeV
Other hadrons:

pions:

< (256 � 512) GeV

Figure 17: The configuration of the di�erent tools used for AtlFast3, which depends on the particle type, the detector
and the particle energy.

7.2 Configuration of the Fast Calorimeter Simulation

The configuration of AtlFast3 is determined by comparing the performance of FastCaloSim V2 and
FastCaloGAN.

7.2.1 Electrons and Photons

The simulation of electrons and photons relies on the accurate simulation of electromagnetic showers in the
electromagnetic calorimeter. The total reconstructed energy for 65 GeV photons is shown in Figure 18 for
G����4, FastCaloSim V2 and FastCaloGAN. FastCaloGAN does not model the photon energy correctly
and a similar poor performance is observed for electrons; therefore, FastCaloSim V2 is selected to simulate
all electromagnetic showers. The poor modelling of electromagnetic showers in FastCaloGAN can be
explained as follows: the GANs are trained without the energy resolution correction for the accordion
structure of the calorimeter (see Section 7.4.4), and the energy scale of the detailed G����4 hits, used in
the training of FastCaloGAN, is slightly lower than that of the full G����4 hits (see Section 3.1). Both
these e�ects can be corrected for in future versions of FastCaloGAN but could not be included here due to
time constraints.
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• FastCaloSim V2 is used to simulate electrons and photons of all energies and hadrons with kinetic
energies ⇢kin < 8–16 GeV or ⇢kin > 256–512 GeV in the calorimeter. A transition range of energies
is given because the response is interpolated linearly between the two models as discussed later.

• FastCaloGAN is used to simulate hadrons with 8–16 GeV  ⇢kin  256–512 GeV in the calorimeter.

• The muon punch-through tool parameterizes the properties of particles exiting the calorimeter, which
are then simulated with G����4 in the muon spectrometer.
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Figure 17: The configuration of the di�erent tools used for AtlFast3, which depends on the particle type, the detector
and the particle energy.

7.2 Configuration of the Fast Calorimeter Simulation

The configuration of AtlFast3 is determined by comparing the performance of FastCaloSim V2 and
FastCaloGAN.

7.2.1 Electrons and Photons

The simulation of electrons and photons relies on the accurate simulation of electromagnetic showers in the
electromagnetic calorimeter. The total reconstructed energy for 65 GeV photons is shown in Figure 18 for
G����4, FastCaloSim V2 and FastCaloGAN. FastCaloGAN does not model the photon energy correctly
and a similar poor performance is observed for electrons; therefore, FastCaloSim V2 is selected to simulate
all electromagnetic showers. The poor modelling of electromagnetic showers in FastCaloGAN can be
explained as follows: the GANs are trained without the energy resolution correction for the accordion
structure of the calorimeter (see Section 7.4.4), and the energy scale of the detailed G����4 hits, used in
the training of FastCaloGAN, is slightly lower than that of the full G����4 hits (see Section 3.1). Both
these e�ects can be corrected for in future versions of FastCaloGAN but could not be included here due to
time constraints.
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Future ML Surrogate Model?? 

Can we dream of “replacing” GEANT4 with a future fast and accurate ML surrogate model?


